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s we in Northern Nevada begin
to take steps to emerge from
the last two years, it feels as
if many of us are busier than ever. The
Court is shifting away from its “stacked
calendar,” litigants are beginning to
appear in the courtroom again, lawyers
are deposing more and more people inperson, lawyers are traveling again for
many of their cases, and our many clients
all want their cases to move forward after
years of delay. As a result, many members
of the Washoe County Bar Association
(“WCBA”) are presently looking for help
and finding themselves spread thinner than
they would otherwise like. The question
then becomes how can we, as legal
professionals, best use what little time we
find ourselves with and plan our schedules?
In light of this, we on the WCBA Board
want to take this opportunity to provide
our members with the tentative schedule
we have planned through December,
including each of our “in-person” events,
so that you can mark them down on your
calendars and plan ahead now. It is at these
events where we as legal professionals can
again personally interact with one another
outside of the courtroom, which allow our
legal community to renew (or build anew
for our new members) the relationships
that make Northern Nevada such a great
place to work and raise a family. Interacting
with one another outside of the courtroom
allows us to get to know one another on a
more personal level and humanize each
another. These types of interactions
further civility, foster cooperation,
and encourage communication, which
are qualities many of us in this legal
community take pride in and love about it.
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And while somewhat tentative and
potentially subject to some change,
the WCBA thus far has the following
slate of events planned through the end
of the year, several of which will be at
the Atlantis, which is one of our new
lunch locations, who we would like to
thank for graciously agreeing to host us:
a. September 14th at 12:00 p.m.
- Court of Appeals CLE - Zoom
b. September 15th at 4:30 p.m. - 6:30
p.m. - Fall Social Event - The Eddy
c. September 28th at 12:00 p.m. Legal
Analytics as a Competitive Advantage in
Nevada State Trial Courts CLE - Zoom

you find valuable and want us to keep,
while with others you think it may be time
to replace. When you receive the survey,
we would encourage each of you to please
take five minutes to fill it out. As we work
to modernize aspect of the WCBA and
make it more efficient, we want to make
sure we do so while keeping alive those
services that each of you have grown to
know and love. In order to best accomplish
this goal, your input is important to us.
In the meantime, we want to thank
each of you for being a member and
let you know that we look forward to
seeing you at our upcoming events.

d. October 12th at 12:00 p.m. - Judicial
Candidate Forum - The Atlantis
e. October 20th at 3:30pm - New
Attorney Swearing-In Ceremony
- Reno Commission Chambers
f. November 9th at 11:00 a.m 2:00p.m. - Entertaining Ethics
CLE with Stuart Teicher - Zoom
g. December 14th at 12:00 p.m.
- Forty+ Luncheon - The Atlantis
In addition to these wonderful
events, after receiving some constructive
commentary from several of our members
over the past few months, we on the Board
have decided to put together a short survey
that we will be emailing all of our members
in the next few weeks asking each of you
for your feedback regarding those benefits
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CONVERSATIONS ON DISCOVERY
By, Wesley M. Ayres, Discovery Commissioner

I

n Nevada civil actions, courts
generally must enter a scheduling
order within sixty days after the
filing of an early case conference report.
See NRCP 16(b)(1), (2). Courts enter
scheduling orders “to permit the court
and the parties to deal with cases in a
thorough and orderly manner.” See,
e.g., Morrison v. Quest Diagnostics, No.
2:14-cv-01207-RFB-PAL, 2016 WL
3475346, at *3 (D. Nev. June 23, 2016)
(quoting Wong v. Regents of the Univ.
of Cal., 410 F.3d 1052, 1062 (9th Cir.
2005)). Thus, inter alia, a scheduling
order must identify the deadline for
completing discovery proceedings. See
NRCP 16(b)(3). Because these schedules
are set forth in an order, parties should
expect that they generally will be enforced,
including their deadlines. See Morrison,
2016 3475346, at *3 (quoting Wong, 410
F.3d at 1062)) (noting that courts must
be allowed to enforce scheduling orders,
unless there are good reasons not to do so).
Sometimes, a party believes that it
needs to conduct discovery even after the
deadline for completing discovery has
passed. In that event, the party will need
the court’s approval, even if all parties agree
on the need to conduct late discovery. See
NRCP 29 (“a stipulation extending the
time for any form of discovery must have
court approval if it would interfere with
the time set for completing discovery”).
When parties do not agree, the party who
wants to extend the discovery deadline
(in whole or in part) will need to file
an appropriate motion. In that regard,
NRCP 16(b)(4) expressly provides that
a scheduling order “may be modified by
the court for good cause.” But NRCP
37(c)(1) provides that a party may not
use information or a witness that was not
identified in a timely manner, “unless
the failure was substantially justified
or is harmless.” That rule can impact
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a party’s ability to make a disclosure or
discovery response that arguably should
have been provided earlier. In addition,
local rules may contain provisions that
impact whether a party may obtain or
disclose information or a witness after the
discovery deadline has passed. Recently,
in Torremoro v. District Court, 138
Nev., Adv. Op. 54, 2022 WL 2542022
(2022), the Nevada Supreme Court
addressed this issue and clarified how
it should be resolved by district courts.
In Torremoro, plaintiff brought an
action for personal injuries sustained in
an automobile accident. Pursuant to
the parties’ stipulation, the district court
entered a scheduling order that required
all discovery proceedings to be completed
by March 7, 2020. Plaintiff subsequently
designated one of his treating physicians
as a retained medical expert. Although
his doctor at that time was the subject
of a federal indictment in California, the
district court granted a motion in limine
to exclude evidence of that indictment
on the ground that it would be more
prejudicial than probative. However,
the doctor subsequently entered a guilty
plea under seal—which was not revealed
until May 21, 2021—and was sentenced
to fifteen months in federal prison. On
June 29, 2021, plaintiff filed a motion
to substitute a new retained medical
expert. The district court granted that
motion, and defendants thereafter filed
a petition for a writ of mandamus. See
id. at 2-3, 2022 WL 2542022, at *1.
The Nevada Supreme Court exercised
its discretion to consider defendants’
petition because it raised an important
and unsettled issue of law—under
what circumstances is the substitution
of an expert witness appropriate after
discovery has closed. Plaintiff argued
that his substitution was appropriate
under NRCP 16(b)(4) and 37(c)(1).
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Defendants argued that the district
court should have applied an “excusable
neglect” standard in accordance with
Eighth Judicial District Court Rule
2.35(a), which provides as follows:
Stipulations or motions to
extend any date set by the
discovery scheduling order must
be in writing and supported
by a showing of good cause
for the extension and be filed
no later than 21 days before
the discovery cut-off date
or any extension thereof. A
request made beyond the
period specified above shall
not be granted unless the
moving party, attorney or
other person demonstrates
that the failure to act was the
result of excusable neglect.
The supreme court observed that it had
not addressed this issue previously, so it
considered federal precedent for guidance.
See id. at 4-5, 2022 WL 2542022, at *2.
One federal case, Fidelity National
Financial, Inc. v. National Union Fire
Insurance Co. of Pittsburgh, 308 F.R.D.
649 (S.D. Cal. 2015), had analyzed this
issue and determined that the “good
cause” standard in Rule 16(b) and the
substantial justification language from
Rule 37(c)(1) were largely coextensive.
Nevertheless, a request to substitute
an expert witness after discovery has
closed requires the district court to set
a new date for the disclosure of expert
and rebuttal reports and reopen limited
expert discovery. Accordingly, federal
courts have concluded that Rule 16(b)
is the more appropriate standard. See id.
The supreme court agreed with the
Fidelity National analysis. It explained that
a “good cause” assessment under NRCP
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16(b)(4) requires an evaluation of how
the entire case would be affected with new
discovery deadlines. The analysis begins
with a consideration of the moving party’s
diligence. As explained by the Nevada
Court of Appeals in Nutton v. Sunset
Station, Inc., 131 Nev. 279, 287, 357 P.3d
966, 971-72 (2015), the most important
factor regarding diligence is the moving
party’s explanation for the untimely
conduct (although “the importance of
the requested untimely action” may also
impact the court’s analysis). Parties must
pay close attention to a court’s scheduling
order. See Torremoro, 138 Nev., Adv.
Op. 54, at 6 n.1, 2022 WL 2542022,
at *3 n.1 (quoting Johnson v. Mammoth
Recreations, Inc., 975 F.2d 604, 609 (9th
Cir. 1992)) (“[a] scheduling order is not
a frivolous piece of paper, idly entered,
which can be cavalierly disregarded by
counsel without peril”). Consequently,
the request to substitute an expert witness
after discovery has closed must be denied
if the district court concludes that that
moving party did not act diligently. See
id. at 7, 2022 WL 2542022, at *3; see
also Nutton, 131 Nev. at 287, 357 P.3d at
972 (quoting Johnson, 975 F.2d at 609)
(if the moving party was not diligent in
at least attempting to comply with the
deadline, “the inquiry should end”). If
the party acted diligently, the district
court will then consider whether the delay
will prejudice the nonmoving party. See
Torremoro, 138 Nev., Adv. Op. 54, at 7,
2022 WL 2542022, at *3; see also Nutton,
131 Nev. at 287, 357 P.3d at 971-72
(stating that district court may consider
“the potential prejudice in allowing the
untimely conduct,” and “the availability
of a continuance to cure such prejudice”).
In contrast, a failure to disclose or
supplement under Rule 37(c)(1) is
“substantially justified” if the moving
party has a reasonable basis in law or fact
for its position. See, e.g., Clark v. FDS
Bank, No. 6:17-cv-692-Orl-78EJK, 2020
WL 9455603, at *1 (M.D. Fla. Jan. 27,
2020); Schambeau Props., LP v. Waffle
House, Inc., Civil Action No. 11-00029WS-B, 2011 WL 13136819, at *2 (S.D.
Ala. Oct. 20, 2011); Gunter v. Twp. of
Lumberton, Civil No. 07-4839-NLH-

KMW, 2010 WL 11692840, at *3
(D.N.J. Oct. 19, 2010). For purposes
of Rule 37(c)(1), “harmless” means an
absence of prejudice to the party entitled
to disclosure. See, e.g., Savor Health, LLC
v. Day, No. 19-CV-9798 (RA) (JW), 2022
WL 1912881, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. May 17,
2022); Signal Fin. Holdings LLC v. Looking
Glass Fin. LLC, No. 17 C 8816, 2022 WL
540662, at *3 (N.D. Ill. Feb. 23, 2022);
Pike Co. v. Universal Concrete Prods., Inc.,
524 F. Supp. 3d 164, 174 (W.D.N.Y.
2021). As the Nevada Supreme Court
explained, while the standard used in
NRCP 37(c)(1) largely parallels the “good
cause” standard of NRCP 16(b)(4), the
latter also requires the district court to
consider the impact of new discovery
deadlines on the entire case. Thus, the
good cause standard of NRCP 16(b)
(4) is the more appropriate standard to
apply. See Torremoro, 138 Nev., Adv. Op.
54, at 5-6, 2022 WL 2542022, at *2-3.
In accord with the analysis in
Fidelity National, our high court also
recognized that federal courts have
required consideration of local rules in
combination with the analysis under
Rule 16(b), since local rules affect how a
trial proceeds through that jurisdiction.
In Torremoro, the local rule at issue was
EDCR Rule 2.35(a), which requires a
showing of “excusable neglect” if a party’s
request to extend a discovery deadline is
made later than twenty-one days before
the discovery deadline (or any extension
thereof ). Thus, a showing of good
cause under NRCP 16(b)(4) was not
sufficient—plaintiff would also need to
show excusable neglect. See id. at 6, 2022
WL 2542022, at *3 (“[t]hus, in totality
and applied here, the standard is good
cause for the extension of discovery under
NRCP 16(b)(4), along with a showing of
excusable neglect under EDCR 2.35(a)
because the motion to substitute was filed
later than 21 days before the discovery
cut-off deadline”); see also Excusable
Neglect, Black’s Law Dictionary (11th
ed. 2019) (excusable neglect is “not
because of the party’s own carelessness,
inattention, or willful disregard of the
court’s process, but because of some
unexpected or unavoidable hindrance”),

cited with approval in Torremoro, 138 Nev.,
Adv. Op. 54, at 7, 2022 WL 2542022, at
*3. Practitioners may also note that under
NRCP 6(b)(1)(B)(ii), a party seeking an
extension of a deadline generally must
show excusable neglect if the motion
is made after that deadline has passed.
Once the supreme court explained
the proper approach, its application of
that approach was straightforward. It
observed that discovery matters are
generally within the district court’s sound
discretion, and its decision on those
matters will not be disturbed absent an
abuse of that discretion. See Torremoro,
138 Nev., Adv. Op. 54, at 7, 2022 WL
2542022, at *3. It also noted that the
district court allowed the substitution
of plaintiff ’s medical expert because
(1) the request to substitute Dr.
Jeffrey Gross is substantially
justified; (2) the harm to
Plaintiff is outweighed by
any harm to Defendants; (3)
Plaintiff had no knowledge
of the status of the criminal
case as it was under seal until
in or about April 2021; (4)
discovery shall be reopened for
the limited purpose of replacing
Dr. Gross only; and (5) no
other discovery is permitted.
Id. at 3, 2022 WL 2542022, at *1. While
the district court used the language from
NRCP 37(c)(1), its findings effectively
satisfied the good cause standard of
NRCP 16(b)(4). Moreover, those
findings were supported by the record.
Plaintiff acted diligently in moving to
exclude his medical expert’s indictment,
and he was not made aware of the guilty
plea and sentencing until after the
discovery deadline had passed. The harm
to plaintiff in being deprived of an expert
outweighed any harm to defendants.
When plaintiff became aware of his
expert’s unavailability, he promptly sought
leave to substitute a new medical expert.
In addition, the reopened discovery
was limited to replacement of plaintiff’s
medical expert, and his new expert
would not be offering new or unrelated
Sep/Oct 2022, Vol. 44, No. 5
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testimony or opinions and would not
increase damages. These circumstances
also supported a finding of excusable
neglect, as the unavailability of plaintiff’s
expert was not attributable to plaintiff’s
carelessness, inattention, or willful
disregard of his obligations. Thus, the
district court did not abuse its discretion
in modifying the existing scheduling
order, reopening discovery for a limited
purpose, and allowing the substitution
of his medical expert. See id. at *7-10.

Wes Ayres is the
Discovery Commissioner
for the Second Judicial
District Court. His
columns are online and
searchable at wcbar.org.
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Welcomes
Joseph C. Reynolds, Partner

Hutchison & Steffen is pleased to announce the addition of its newest partner, Joe Reynolds,
to the Reno office. Joe brings a wide depth of legal experience in the practice areas of
energy and natural resources law, water law, appellate law, administrative and regulatory
law, criminal law, education law, and government affairs.

5371 KIET ZKE LANE
RENO, NEVADA 89511

10080 WEST ALTA DRIVE, SUITE 200
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89145
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702.385.2500
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A P P E L L AT E B R I E F S
By, Adam Hosmer-Henner, McDonald Carano

A WYNN FOR THE NEVADA GAMING COMISSION

N

evada courts play an even
more limited role in gaming
proceedings than in other
administrative proceedings. Judicial
review is limited to the Nevada Gaming
Commission’s final orders and even
then only in specified instances. NRS
463.315(1); see also NRS 463.318(2)
(judicial review is the exclusive method
of review of the Commission’s actions
and orders in disciplinary hearings). The
Nevada Supreme Court “shows great
deference to a Nevada Gaming Control
Board decision on appeal” and will not
overturn a decision unless it is “arbitrary,
capricious or contrary to law.” Redmer v.
Barbary Coast Hotel & Casino, 110 Nev.
374, 378, 872 P.2d 341, 344 (1994). In
interpreting the scope of judicial review
under the Nevada Gaming Control Act,
the Nevada Supreme Court errs on the side
of non-intervention and has repeatedly
rejected attempts to expand the role of the
courts in gaming proceedings. E.g., State
Gaming Control Bd. v. Eighth Jud. Dist.
Ct., 82 Nev. 38, 40, 409 P.2d 974, 975
(1966) (nullifying a district court’s order
staying the administrative proceeding);
Resnick v. Nev. Gaming Comm’n, 104
Nev. 60, 62, 752 P.2d 229, 230 (1988)
(affirming the district court’s refusal to
review the Commission’s interlocutory
order denying discovery); State v. Eighth
Jud. Dist. Ct., 111 Nev. 1023, 1024,
899 P.2d 1121, 1121 (1995) (reversing
district court’s order granting motion
to stay execution of the final order).
But who gets to decide the threshold
question of whether the Commission has
jurisdiction over a party in a disciplinary
proceeding? The Nevada Supreme Court
recently considered this question for the
first time and, staying true to its general
principle of non-intervention, concluded
that this issue too was properly decided by
the administrative agency. Nev. Gaming
Comm’n v. Wynn, 138 Nev., Adv. Op.
20, 507 P.3d 183 (2022). In Wynn, the
former CEO and Chairman of the Board
of Directors of Wynn Resorts, Stephen
Wynn, moved to dismiss a disciplinary
proceeding, arguing that his resignation
divested the Commission of jurisdiction.
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Id. at 184. After the Commission denied
his motion, Wynn petitioned the district
court for judicial review or alternatively, a
writ of prohibition. Id. at 185. The district
court denied Wynn’s request for judicial
review because the Commission’s order
denying Wynn’s motion to dismiss was not
a final order under NRS 463.315(1) and
the Nevada Supreme Court agreed. Id.
The district court did grant
Wynn’s alternative request for a writ of
prohibition. Id. It reasoned that because
Wynn could not immediately seek judicial
review under NRS 463.315(1), he lacked
a plain, speedy, and adequate remedy
such that writ relief was appropriate.
The Nevada Supreme Court succinctly,
yet forcefully reversed. Writing for the
unanimous en banc court, Justice Silver
relied on the plain language of NRS
463.315(1), which limits judicial review
to the Commission’s final order, and NRS
463.318(2), under which writ relief is not
available “where statutory judicial review
is made exclusive or is precluded, or the use
of those writs or proceedings is precluded
by specific statute.” Wynn, 138 Nev.,
Adv. Op. 20, 507 P.3d at 186 (quoting
both statutes). When read together, these
statutes preclude most interlocutory relief
arising from Commission proceedings.
This result tracks the language and
intent of the statutes but can result in
an outcome where a party is forced to
go through an entire administrative
proceeding before a court can decide

whether that proceeding was properly
commenced in the first instance.
Somewhat similarly, if an arbitration
agreement includes a valid delegation
clause, the arbitrator, rather than the
courts, typically must rule upon a
challenge to the validity of the arbitration
agreement. See, e.g., Caremark, LLC v.
Chickasaw Nation, No. 21-16209, 2022
WL 3206683, at *7 (9th Cir. Aug. 9,
2022). Thus, judicial review could be
inefficiently withheld until the conclusion
of the arbitration, leaving a party with little
recourse but to proceed in arbitration.
Not all administrative agencies in Nevada
have the statutory protections enjoyed by
the Commission, but when judicial review
is limited by statute, then the Nevada
Supreme Court rendered a clear opinion
in Wynn that courts may not intrude in
the middle of administrative proceedings.
Credit given to Jane Susskind for
research assistance on this article.
Adam Hosmer-Henner is a partner at
McDonald Carano and
practices in commercial
litigation and appellate
law.
He
regularly
handles appeals and writ
proceedings at the Nevada
Supreme Court and the
United States Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit.

FA M I LY L AW M AT T E R S
By, Alex Morey, Silverman Kattelman Springgate, Chtd.

DO DIVORCES ABATE? OR, IS IT OVER, AND, IF IT IS, WHERE
DO WE LITIGATE NOW?

I

recently had the good fortune to
discuss some legal topics with a
few judges. One topic of debate
was when, if ever, a divorce case continues
after a party dies; when does a divorce
case abate? Nevada has little decisional
authority on the topic, but the Nevada
Supreme Court has said under at least
three circumstances, a divorce does not
abate if all that remains to be done is the
entry of a final decree, Mack v. Estate of
Mack, 125 Nev. 80, 206 P.3d 98 (2009)
abrogated on other grounds by Grisham v.
Grisham, 128 Nev. 679, 685 n.3, 289 P.3d
230, 234 (2012); if the death occurs after
an appeal that could affect the property
rights of the spouses, see, e.g., Bank v.
Wolff, 66 Nev. 51, 54-55, 202 P.2d 878,
880 (1949), Lemp v. Lemp, 62 Nev. 91,
96, 141 P.2d 212, 214 (1943); or if the
death occurs after an appeal concerning a
posthumous alimony obligation (periodic
or lump sum) of the deceased party, Daniel
v. Baker, 106 Nev. 412, 414, 794 P.2d
345, 346 (1990). The common thread in
those circumstances is the death occurs
after an original decision dissolving the
marriage and after the court determines
the parties’ property and support rights.
What about when a party dies earlier?
The general rule is that a divorce—a
termination of marital status—is personal
to the parties and abates on the death of
either. Logically, the claims dependent
on a divorce must also abate, and that
is all the claims concerning community
property, joint property, and alimony
in NRS 125.150. Sections 1, 2, 5 and
10 of that statute empower the court
to do things “in granting a divorce”:
award alimony, allocate the community
property, allocate joint tenancy property,
and award rehabilitative alimony. A
court hearing a divorce in Nevada is
not, however, restricted to making only
decisions listed in NRS 125.150, but is
a court with general judicial power to
resolve controversies. Landreth v. Malik,
127 Nev. 175, 184, 251 P.3d 163, 169
(2011). Because a court hearing a divorce
case is empowered to resolve non-divorce

controversies, if a divorce complaint
states a claim that does not depend on the
court ending the marriage and granting
a divorce, that claim may not abate.
So, the debate eventually focused on the
question of “what was pled.” A reasonable
question that may be often ignored in the
divorce context. After all, most complaints
for divorce set out little more than a
basic residency claim, an allegation that
community property exists and must
be divided, an allegation that separate
property exists and should be confirmed
according to law, that alimony is or is not
appropriate, that the opposing party should
pay attorney’s fees and costs incurred, and
that the parties are incompatible. That is
mostly a list of the powers of the court
in NRS 125.150 with one exception,
the confirmation of separate property.
That claim is, it seems to me, a claim to
determine rights in real and personal
property owned by the parties. Of course,
says the reader, why else make the claim
other than to have the court determine
property belongs to one spouse or the other
alone? And that, I suggest, is the crux of
the matter. Whether an item of property
is the separate property of a deceased
person or not clearly survives death. See,
e.g., Waldman v. Maini, 124 Nev. 1121,
195 P.3d 850 (2008), Leggett v. Estate of
Leggett, 88 Nev. 140, 494 P.2d 554 (1972).
Therefore, since the determination of what
is separate property and its confirmation
to the owner does not depend on the

dissolution of the marriage, it arguably does
not abate. The follow on question is whether
a complaint for divorce asking for the
“determination” of the community property
of the parties and, separately, the division of
that community property would, under the
same logic, cause the determination claim to
survive the death of a party to the divorce.
In the end, this debate may be purely
academic. The practical result when a party
to a divorce dies in the midst of a divorce
is almost certainly to send the matter to the
probate court to resolve all matters concerning
the deceased’s estate in the intended court
and proceeding. But, there may be some
circumstance when litigating in probate
court is contrary to the interests of one of the
parties. If that comes to pass, I hope this short
article is of some help. Besides, what lawyer
would not want to tell a judge, “I am right!”
Alexander Morey served as the Honorable
Judge Deborah Schumacher's law clerk
from 2008 through 2010 before entering
private practice with
Silverman Kattelman,
Springgate
Chtd.
where he is a partner
and practices family
law.
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ACROSS THE LINE
By, David Wolfe, Porter Simon, P.C.

WARNING TRACK FAILS TO WARN: PREMISES LIABILITY AND
WORKER'S COMPENSATION ON THE BASEBALL DIAMOND

M

ajor League Baseball debuts
don’t get much worse
than right fielder Dustin
Fowler’s. The Yankees' top prospect
started his professional career during the
Yankees' 2017 run to the American League
Championship series in a game against the
Chicago White Sox. But Fowler never got
to bat in the game. He was due to face
White Sox pitcher James Shields in the top
of the second inning, but in the bottom
of the first he attempted to field a foul
ball down the first base line and fell into
a partially buried electrical utility vault
and suffered a gruesome open rupture of
his patellar tendon. Immediately after
suffering the injury, Fowler hobbled
for a few seconds before falling to the
ground, unable to put any weight on
his leg. He was carried off the field on a
stretcher and taken by ambulance to the
emergency room. Then, while recovering
from the devastating injury, Fowler was
traded to the Oakland Athletics. Talk
about kicking a player when he is down.
Fowler filed a lawsuit against the
White Sox seeking damages for his knee
injury. Like many states, Illinois has a
workers’ compensation law which, with
few exceptions, severely limits an injured
worker’s remedies in a suit against an
employer for an injury suffered while
on the job. However, since Fowler was
playing in an away game at the time of
his injury, his premises liability lawsuit
is not against his former employer,
the Yankees, but rather, against his
opponent that day, the White Sox.
Therefore, Fowler’s premises liability
lawsuit was not subject to the workers’
compensation remedy limitation.
California worker’s compensation
laws are similar to Illinois in that they
subject employers to strict liability
for injuries sustained by employees
acting within the course and scope of
employment, but also limit the employee’s
remedies to solely worker compensation
benefits. The scope and application of
this remedy limitation is being tested by
former San Francisco Giants outfielder,
Mac Williamson, in a lawsuit similar to
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Fowler’s. Williamson injured his head
and sustained concussion- like symptoms
running for a foul ball in 2018 at AT&T
Park – Williamson’s home ballpark.
In 2018, AT&T Park (now Oracle
Park) had bullpen mounds within the
territory where foul balls would land,
and Williamson tripped over a bullpen
mound while attempting to field a foul
ball. Williamson alleges that the Giant’s
subsidiary that owns and manages the
operations of the ballpark knowingly
exposed players to an unreasonable and
unnecessary risk of harm by placing the
bullpens on the field of play. The mounds
were moved outside the field of play in
between the 2019 and 2020 seasons,
but, in California, such subsequent
remedial measures are inadmissible to
prove culpable conduct. However, a
trier of fact will likely hear about the
removal of the mounds for the purpose
of showing that the mounds could have
been moved prior to Williamson’s injury.
Given that Williamson, unlike
Fowler, was injured at the ballpark of his
employer, Williamson’s attorneys had to
get creative to attempt to plead around
the worker’s compensation limitation of
remedies against an employer. Rather
than filing a lawsuit against his employer,
the San Francisco Giants ball club, he
filed suit against the owner and operator
of the ballpark, China Basin Ballpark
Company, which is controlled by the same
ownership group that controls the Giants.
In essence, premises liability laws
describe a landowner’s or land manager’s
liability for a person’s injuries arising from
the negligent ownership or maintenance
of property. Fowler’s complaint is against
both the White Sox ballclub and the
owner and operator of the ballpark. The
complaint alleges that although the wall
Fowler crashed into while fielding a foul
ball was padded, there was an electrical
box located at a hazardous knee-high
location that was left unpadded. The
electrical box was installed to provide
White Sox fans access to free Wi-Fi
during the games, presumably so fans
could look at their phones instead of

being forced to watch the cellar-dwelling (at
the time) White Sox play baseball. Fowler’s
complaint alleges that it is predictable
that a baseball player would run into the
unpadded and difficult to see electrical box
causing an injury, and therefore the exposed
box constituted a hazardous condition.
The Illinois and California courts
will first have to decide whether state law
imposes a duty on the White Sox or the
owner/operators of the two fields to warn
or protect players from hidden on-field
hazards. Illinois follows the “reasonably
foreseeable” standard which holds that a
party has a duty to all persons who could
suffer a reasonably foreseeable harm as a
result of that party’s actions. This rule was
developed from a concept first raised by
Judge Learned Hand (yes, that really was
his name – and presumably since he was a
celebrated judge and judicial philosopher,
he also had a Learned Head). Under Illinois
law, a trier of fact weighs the likelihood of
injury and the seriousness of the injury
against the burden on the defendant to take
precautions against that injury. Premises
liability under California law uses a similar
reasonably foreseeable standard, but also
analyzes other factors such as the degree
of certainty of the injury, the connection
between the landowner’s conduct and the
injury suffered, the moral blame attached
to the landowner’s conduct, the policy of
preventing future harm, the extent of the
burden of the landowner, and even the
availability, cost and prevalence of insurance.
In Fowler’s case, given that the rest of
the wall is padded, and the fact that it is a
common occurrence for a baseball player to
run into the wall where the electrical box
was located, it’s foreseeable that a player
could be injured when colliding with
the unpadded electrical box. Therefore,
the court could very well find that the
landowner and property manager have a
duty to take adequate precautions by, for
example, painting the box yellow so it is
visible or putting padding over the box.
There are a number of ways to defend
the two cases on the merits, including
arguing that the baseball players assumed
the risk of the injuries sustained. In the

case of Fowler’s injury, there may be
solid arguments that Fowler’s injury was
not reasonably foreseeable and therefore
he did not assume the risk of the injury
sustained because running into an exposed
electrical box is not a typical risk that a
baseball player assumes in the same
way that tripping over bullpen mounds
might be, as is the case with Williamson.
The attorneys in each lawsuit
attempted to remove the case to
federal court arguing that the lawsuit is
preempted by the Collective Bargaining
Agreement (CBA) between the player’s
union and MLB, which governs
players’ safety and health. However, the
attempts to remove to federal court were
ultimately unsuccessful in both cases.
Regarding damages, a property owner/
manager who is found negligent in failing
to keep real property in a reasonably safe
condition can be held liable for the injuries
sustained on the property. Compensatory
damages for such injuries can include
medical bills, physical and occupational
therapy, lost wages, lost earning capacity,
and pain and suffering. Fowler’s and
Williamson’s cases could be interesting
from a damages perspective because of the
high numbers involved where you have an

injury to a professional athlete who relies
on his physical health to make at least
hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of
dollars per year. Here, it may be difficult for
each player to prove that it was particular
injuries, and not other factors, which
prevented each player from ultimately
succeeding at the major league level.
For example, in 2018, Fowler
exhibited some of the pre-injury hitting
form that made him a top prospect in
the Yankees' system. In fact, he stole 6
bases in 192 major league at bats, which
would seem to indicate that his knee
was fully healed. Unfortunately, Fowler
didn’t play well after 2018 and he has
since been released by the Pirates before
signing a minor league contract with
the Marlins. Similarly, Williamson’s
professional baseball career has flamed
out as he was released by the Nationals
after signing a minor league deal in 2020.
Interestingly, because of the timing
of the injury, had Fowler not healed and
returned to the big leagues, Fowler would
have joined a dubious two man club of
right fielder’s whose big league career
consisted of one inning without a plate
appearance. The only current member
of the club is Archibald “Moonlight”

Graham who played in the early 1900s.
Moonlight, because of his unusual career,
was later made a character in the 1982
novel Shoeless Joe, upon which the movie
Field of Dreams was based. You decide:
Field of Dreams, or Field of Hazards?

David W. Wolfe is an associate attorney at
Porter Simon and is a member of the firm’s
Litigation and Trial Practice Group where
he focuses on all aspects
of civil litigation,
including trust and
estate litigation,
complex business
disputes, employment,
personal injury, and
real estate/construction
disputes. He may be reached at wolfe@
portersimon.com or www.portersimon.com
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WORDS OF WELLNESS
By, Caryn Tijsseling

WHAT THE ABA'S WELL-BEING INITIATIVES MEAN
FOR NEVADA LAWYERS

I

t is obvious that the practice of
law is stressful. Most lawyers are
no strangers to long hours, high
pressure, short deadlines, and increasingly
demanding clients. The COVID-19
pandemic has added more stressors to
practicing law including navigating
working remotely, Zoom fatigue,
financial uncertainty, and clients with a
host of unfamiliar problems. Maintaining
personal health and well-being in these
times is more important than ever.
So much so that lawyer well-being is
becoming a priority for the Judiciary,
law firms, State Bar Associations, offices
of bar counsel and malpractice carriers.
Recognizing that stress and mental
health are serious problems within the
legal community, the American Bar
Association (ABA) created the National
Task Force on Lawyer Well-Being in
2017. The ABA’s Task Force published
a report, Lawyer Well-Being: Practical
Recommendations for Positive Change
(“the Report”), which proposes general
and specific recommendations for all
stakeholders in the legal profession. The
Report is aimed at eliminating the stigma
associated with seeking help by individual
lawyers, making systemic changes to the
way law is practiced, and to emphasize
that lawyer well-being is a critical
aspect of a lawyer’s duty of competence.
W h a t i s l a w ye r “w e l l - b e i n g” ?
Lawyer well-being is more than better
health. The Report defines “well-being” as:
"a continuous process whereby a lawyer
seek to thrive in each of the following areas:
emotional health, occupational pursuits,
creative or intellectual endeavors, sense
of spirituality or greater purpose in life,
physical health, and social connections
with others. Lawyer well-being is part of
a lawyer’s ethical duty of competence.”
(Report, p. 9). This definition suggests
a comprehensive approach to lawyer
well-being touching aspects of life
inside and outside of the office.
Why is lawyer well-being important?
Lawyer well-being contributes to
organizational success by increasing

10
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productivity, reducing turn-over, higher
client satisfaction and, as a result,
higher profitability. Struggling lawyers
often battle to maintain their duties
of competence and professionalism
which results in increased bar
complaints, malpractice action and
contributes to the ongoing concerns
of civility within the legal profession.
In addition, the Task Force is clear
that from a humanitarian standpoint,
prioritizing lawyer well-being is simply,
“the right thing to do.” (Report, p. 8).
Is lawyer well-being an ethical obligation?
The Task Force emphasizes that
mental health issues may affect an
attorney’s ability to comply with the
ethical duty of “competence.” The ABA
Model Rule 1.1 provides that lawyers owe
a duty of competent representation to
their clients. “Competent” representation
is defined as “the legal knowledge, skill,
thoroughness and preparation reasonably
necessary for representation.” The Task
Force suggests a more comprehensive
definition of competence such as
California’s Rule of Professional
Conduct Section 3-110 which
defines “competence”, in part, as “the
mental, emotional and physical ability
reasonably necessary for representation.”
The Report also makes it clear that
while there are systemic changes that
need to be made to the legal profession,
lawyer well-being begins with each
individual lawyer. The Task Force
suggests that efforts must be made by
law firms, government agencies and
corporations to provide resources and
education to their lawyers and staff to
encourage healthy living (including
nutrition, exercise, and sleep), effective
stress management, resilience, and
mindfulness. The Task Force encourages
lawyers in leadership roles, including
the Judiciary, to lead by example.
How is the State Bar of Nevada Responding?
The State Bar of Nevada is
committed to the well-being of its
members. Lawyers and law students are

entitled to three free therapy sessions
at no cost. The program is completely
confidential and can be accessed by
calling 1-866-828-0022 for a referral.
The State Bar also has the “Lawyers
Concerned for Lawyers Program” for
those in need of support to get in, or
stay in, or support in recovery. Weekly
closed-door meetings are held statewide.
What lawyer well-being will mean
to each individual lawyer will vary.
It is clear however, that lawyers are
going to continue to be encouraged to
treat their own health and the health
of their employees and colleagues as
a priority as the ABA and State Bar
continue to increase awareness and offer
resources directed to lawyer well-being.
Watch this column in future
publications for ideas on how
to incorporate the State Bar’s
commitment to well being into

Caryn Tijsseling is an attorney at the
firm of Lemons, Grundy & Eisenberg.
She practices in the areas
of Civil Litigation,
Professional Negligence
and Construction Law.
She is also a certified
We l l n e s s
Coach.
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L

ibrary Collection Highlight:
National Consumer Law Center
Digital Library: Do you need
access to a variety of up-to-date books
on consumer law? The Law Library has
you covered! Available electronically
and in print, the NCLC collection
includes 21 treatises with pleadings,
practice tips, and analysis of 50 states’
laws. Topics include student loan
law, home foreclosures, consumer law
pleadings, automobile fraud, and more.
Access the National Consumer Law
Center electronically from the Library’s
Online Resources page: https://www.
washoecourts.com/LawLibrary/
OnlineResources. If you’d like to check
out one of the print books, stop in at 75
Court St. or give us a call at 775-328-3250.
A Familiar Face at the Law Library:
Please join us in welcoming back Nikki
Cohn to the Law Library staff. Nikki
retired in 2020 after 33 years at the
Law Library. She graciously agreed to
return to a part-time position to help
us out temporarily. We are thrilled to
have Nikki and her extensive knowledge
of the Law Library and the court back
in the building. Stop in and say “hi” to
Nikki when you are in the courthouse!

Please contact the Law Library at 775328-3250 or lawlibrary@washoecourts.
com. Ask us for your free library card.
Volunteers: Thank you to our July
and August Lawyer in the Library
volunteers! Please contact Liz Williams at
elizabeth.williams@washoecourts.us or (775)
328-3250 if you would like to volunteer,
or for further information regarding
the Lawyer in the Library program.
Volunteer names in bold have
volunteered more than once this year.

August 2022:
Michael G. Alonso
Jessica L. Barry
Elizabeth Z. Lopez
Chloe L. McClintick
Jennifer M. McMenomy
Chad A. Pace
Michael V. Roth
Brian J. Saeman
John M. Samberg
Madelyn B. Shipman
Gary R. Silverman
Tehan W. Slocum
Max A. Stovall

July 2022:
Elizabeth M. Bittner
Audrey P. Damonte
Ronald J. Dreher
Kendra J. Jepsen
Elizabeth Z. Lopez
Colton T. Loretz
Kristen D. Matteoni
Chloe L. McClintick
Rost C. Olsen
Chad A. Pace
Michael V. Roth
Kevin P. Ryan
Eric A. Stovall
Max A. Stovall

New Books: New print titles that
are available to check out include:
Cost-Effective Child Custody Litigation
by Samuel E. Thomas and Kumudha
N. Kumarachandran, ABA, 2022.
The Divorce Trial Manual, 2nd edition
by Steven N. Peskind, ABA, 2021.
Fair Debt Collection, 10th edition
by Robert J. Hobbs & April
Keuhnhoff,
NCLC,
2022.
The Law Library is providing the Washoe
County Bar Association's publication,
The Writ, at the front desk for public
access. Please ask staff for assistance.

Could you be getting more
from your health insurance?

®

Consider a WCBA Association Health Plan!
All practice attorneys
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HMO, POS and PPO health
plans options available

Enrollment is available
to all office staff

National network access
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out-of-state

Groups must have
2-50 employees

Enroll your practice any time throughout the year!
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NORTHERN NEVADA LEGAL AID
WASHOE LEGAL SERVICES REBRANDS AS
NORTHERN NEVADA LEGAL AID

W

ashoe Legal Services
announced on August
9, 2022, it has a new
name – Northern Nevada Legal Aid -which will help the nonprofit expand
regional awareness of and access to
the organizatior's services, and the
understanding of its mission. Northern
Nevada Legal Aid provides legal services
to residents in Washoe County and
surrounding counties in Northern
Nevada, including Douglas, Churchill,
Lyon, Storey, Humboldt, Pershing, and
Carson City. Northern Nevada Legal Aid
offers free or low-cost advice, assistance
and representation for residents who
cannot otherwise afford legal services.
“As our region has grown and the need
for low- or no-cost legal aid has expanded
beyond Washoe County, it became
clear it was time for a name change,”
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said Deonne E. Contine, an attorney
and executive director of Northern
Nevada Legal Aid. “It is a privilege to
lead an organization that does so much
good for underserved populations in
Northern Nevada. In particular, the
work we do to serve the needs of families,
children, and the elderly, is vital.”
Legal aid is free or low-cost advice,
assistance, or representation in civil
matters for those who could not otherwise
afford an attorney. The goal is to provide
experienced and diverse services to protect
the essential legal needs of Northern
Nevadans. Legal aid also provides legal
system efficiency and effectiveness by
decreasing self-represented litigants
or giving them the information
they need to represent themselves.
“Northern Nevada Legal Aid
provides a fundamental service to

communities across our region, helping
bring the ideal of ‘justice for all,’ closer
to reality,” said Austin Sweet, a partner
at Gunderson Law Firm in Reno, and a
past President and long-time member of
the Northern Nevada Legal Aid board.
About Northern Nevada Legal Aid
Northern Nevada Legal Aid (NNLA)
is a 501(c)(3 non-profit legal aid
organization founded in 1965. Since
that time, we have assisted thousands of
vulnerable northern Nevada residents
who cannot afford to hire an attorney.
Our team of attorneys, paralegals, and
legal assistants is dedicated to ensuring
that everyone has access to the legal
system and that everyone is treated
with respect and dignity. For more
information visit www.nnlegalaid.org.

WCBA CLASSIFIEDS
EMPLOYMENT
THE LAW OF Andriea A. Aden,
Esq. Chtd is seeking a family law
associate attorney. Ideal candidate is a
highly motivated individual who has a
passion for helping others. Family law
provides a unique opportunity to help
individuals through a tough time, as well
as opportunities to grow your craft as an
attorney with significant court experience.
Must have excellent writing and computer
skills and must be licensed to practice
in Nevada. Family law experience not
required. Salary based upon experience.
Excellent work environment with a strong
emphasis on work/life balance. Benefits
include: medical and vision insurance;
4% 401K match, and profit sharing;
all CLE, bar dues, and malpractice
insurance expenses paid. All applicants
will be kept confidential. Please send
resumes to andriea@adenlaw.net
ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY - Commercial
Litigation (2-5 YRS.) Gordon & Rees
Scully Mansukhani has an immediate
opening for a litigation Attorney in its
Reno, NV office. For more information,
please visit: www.GRSM.com/Careers
THE DOUGLAS COUNTY
District Attorney's Office is accepting
applications for a Deputy District
Attorney in the Criminal Division
of the office. The Criminal Division
prosecutes misdemeanor and felony
offenses. Salary range, depending on
experience, is $79,892 – $155,646 and
comes with excellent benefits including
health insurance, paid vacation and
sick leave, and employer-paid public
employee retirement. For a full
review of benefits visit our website. To
apply please submit your cover letter,
resume and writing sample to Tammy
Davis at tdavis@douglas.nv.gov.
ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY, RENO –
The firm of Lemons, Grundy & Eisenberg
seeks an associate attorney with 0-2 years’
experience to join its diverse civil litigation
practice, including insurance defense

litigation, representation of medical
and legal professionals in administrative
and legal proceedings, employment
litigation, business litigation and
transactions, and appeals. The successful
candidate will have a strong research and
writing background, be detail-oriented,
organized, proactive, and technologically
savvy. Nevada bar license or pending
Nevada bar exam result. Completion
of a judicial clerkship preferred, but
will consider candidates with excellent
scholastic record in law school. The firm
prides itself on providing superior legal
counsel to its clients while maintaining a
healthy work-life balance for its attorneys.
Billable hour expectation for this position
is 1,800 per year. Salary is commensurate
with experience. Benefits include:
health insurance, 401k safe harbor
contribution, court holidays observed,
fees paid for State Bar, CLE, WCBA,
and other legal community associations.
The firm encourages community
involvement and business development.
Interested candidates may learn more
about the firm by visiting www.lge.
net. Please send resume, writing
sample, and cover letter to dal@lge.net.
LITIGATION/EMPLOYMENT firm is
currently seeking an associate attorney for
its Reno office. The successful candidate
will have 3-7 years of litigation experience.
We are looking for someone who is
comfortable in a fast-paced and teamoriented environment. Our firm prides
itself in promoting a balanced lifestyle
and relaxed culture while delivering the
highest level of representation. Please
send resume, writing sample, and cover
letter to JAlhasan@SHJNevada.com.
All inquiries will remain confidential.
LITIGATION/EMPLOYMENT firm is
currently seeking an associate attorney for
its Reno office. The successful candidate
will have 1-2 years of experience, with
strong research and writing skills. We
are looking for someone who will take
initiative, is willing to learn and would
enjoy working in a fast-paced and teamoriented environment. Our firm prides

itself in promoting a balanced lifestyle
and relaxed culture while delivering the
highest level of representation. Please
send resume, writing sample, and cover
letter to JAlhasan@SHJNevada.com.
LAS VEGAS- Labor & Employment
Associate (Hybrid) Littler Mendelson
P.C. is seeking an attorney with a
minimum of 4-6 years of labor and
employment law experience to join the
Las Vegas office. The candidate should
possess excellent academic credentials
and their experience should include
significant litigation experience.
The candidate must be licensed to
immediately practice law in Nevada. We
offer a generous benefits package to all
full-time employees. Benefits include
comprehensive health, dental and vision
plan for you and your dependents or
domestic partners. In addition, we
provide a superior 401(k) plan, ample
time off programs, generous paid parental
leave, life insurance, disability insurance,
a wellness program, flexible spending
accounts, pretax commuter programs and
an employee referral bonus program.
For more information visit: www.littler.
com/culture-benefits. Littler is the
largest global employment and labor
law practice in the world exclusively
devoted to representing management.
With more than 1,600 attorneys in 100
offices worldwide, Littler serves as the
single source solution provider to the
global employer community. Consistently
recognized in the industry as a leading
and innovative law practice, Littler has
been litigating, mediating and negotiating
some of the most influential employment
law cases and labor contracts on record
for 75 years. Littler Mendelson is proud
to be an equal opportunity employer.
Littler’s unparalleled commitment to
labor and employment law helps clients
navigate a complex business world with
nuanced legal issues—building better
solutions for clients’ toughest challenges.
With deep experience and resources
that are local, everywhere, Littler is fully
focused on its clients. With a diverse
team of the brightest minds, Littler
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fosters a culture that celebrates original
thinking. And with powerful proprietary
technology, Littler disrupts the status
quo—delivering bold, groundbreaking
innovation that prepares employers not
just for what’s happening today, but for
what’s likely to happen tomorrow. For
more information, visit www.littler.com.
Apply online at www.littler.com/careers.

fosters a culture that celebrates original
thinking. And with powerful proprietary
technology, Littler disrupts the status
quo—delivering bold, groundbreaking
innovation that prepares employers not
just for what’s happening today, but for
what’s likely to happen tomorrow. For
more information, visit www.littler.com.
Apply online at www.littler.com/careers.

RENO – LABOR & EMPLOYMENT
Associate (Hybrid) Littler Mendelson
P.C. is seeking an attorney with a
minimum of 2-4 years of labor and
employment law experience to join the
Reno office. The candidate should possess
excellent academic credentials and their
experience should include significant
litigation experience. The candidate must
be licensed to practice law in Nevada. We
offer a generous benefits package to all
full-time employees. Benefits include
comprehensive health, dental and vision
plan for you and your dependents or
domestic partners. In addition, we
provide a superior 401(k) plan, ample
time off programs, generous paid parental
leave, life insurance, disability insurance,
a wellness program, flexible spending
accounts, pretax commuter programs and
an employee referral bonus program.
For more information visit: www.littler.
com/culture-benefits. Littler is the
largest global employment and labor
law practice in the world exclusively
devoted to representing management.
With more than 1,600 attorneys in 100
offices worldwide, Littler serves as the
single source solution provider to the
global employer community. Consistently
recognized in the industry as a leading
and innovative law practice, Littler has
been litigating, mediating and negotiating
some of the most influential employment
law cases and labor contracts on record
for 75 years. Littler Mendelson is proud
to be an equal opportunity employer.
Littler’s unparalleled commitment to
labor and employment law helps clients
navigate a complex business world with
nuanced legal issues—building better
solutions for clients’ toughest challenges.
With deep experience and resources
that are local, everywhere, Littler is fully
focused on its clients. With a diverse
team of the brightest minds, Littler

THE WASHOE COUNTY DISTRICT
Attorney's Office is accepting applications
for a Deputy District Attorney in
the Criminal Division of the office.
The Criminal Division prosecutes
misdemeanor and felony offenses
submitted by local, state, and federal
agencies. Salary range depending on
experience is $73,840 - $143,374 and
comes with excellent benefits including
health insurance, paid vacation and
sick leave, and employer-paid public
employee retirement. https://www.
washoecounty.us/humanresources/
Benefits/index.php. To apply please
submit your resume and cover letter to the
HR team at DA-HR@washoecounty.us
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THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
COURT (SJDC) offers a full list
of current job openings online.
NORTHERN NEVADA LEGAL AID
(NNLA) – a non-profit, public interest
law firm is seeking a Victim Advocacy
Staff Attorney (salary up to $66,500
a year depending on experience &
qualifications). Applicants should submit
a cover letter and resume to Leiga Monge
at lmonge@nnlegalaid.org. Applications
accepted until the position is filled.

SERVICES
FREE NEVADA REPORTS VOL. 1-121
(1865-2005). Contact 775-329-8310.
LEGAL TRANSCRIPTION AND
in-house secretarial services.
C o n t a c t Me re d i t h Ma r i n e l l o a t
(775) 772-2566 merith@live.com
MEDIATION ARBITRATION AND
expert witness services at reasonable cost.
Dan Bowen offers Mediation services,
private Arbitrator services, and Expert
Witness services at a reasonable cost. Mr.
Bowen has over 45 years as a litigator and
trial lawyer in Reno and northern Nevada.
He has tried hundreds of cases and dozens
of jury trials for both defendants and
plaintiffs. Notably, he has both defended
and prosecuted attorney malpractice
cases and has received two jury awards
of $1.5 million and $1.8 million in
plaintiff’s attorney malpractice cases. Mr.
Bowen has served as an expert witness in
attorney malpractice cases and in certain
mining/property cases. Mr. Bowen was
trained as a mediator by the American
Arbitration Association and now has
over 70 mediations, both public and
private. Mr. Bowen has also served as an
Arbitrator approximately 20 times both
public and private. For a more complete
Curriculum vitae please visit Mr. Bowen’s
website: www.bowenlawreno.com. To
contact Mr. Bowen call (775) 843-3935
or email: dbowen@bowenhall.com.

https://www.wcbar.org/member-benefits/

CLASSIFIEDS
OFFICE SPACE
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE - Close
to Court House on Humboldt Street.
Freshly painted/move in ready,
hardwood floors, private office. Suite
with secretarial, reception & conference
areas. Private parking. Large outdoor
signage, charming, quiet, A/C. Space &
Lease negotiable. Call: (775) 742-9198
Email: professionaloffice527@gmail.com
CONFERENCE ROOMS AND
executive office rentals by the Month/
Day/Hour. Includes receptionist services.
Pinnacle Executive Suites in North Carson
City. Contact Marcey at (775)8846123 or mgr@pinnacleexecutivesuites.
com for more information.

VOLUNTEER
LAWYER ADVERTISING ADVISORY
committee has three open positions.
The committee meets once per month
to review attorney advertisements
submitted pursuant to bar regulations
and renders advance advisory opinions
upon request.The best candidates should
be proficient with computers, e-mail and
Internet use. Committee members are
appointed by the Board of Governors to
two-year terms. Apply online or contact
Robert Horne at rhorne@nvbar.org

THE WASHOE COUNTY
BAR FOUNDATION is asking
for committee volunteers to
provide updates to the Senior
& 18+ Survival Guides. Email
ashley@wcbar.org to sign up.

THE LAW OFFICE OF BRADLEY, DRENDEL & JEANNEY, LTD.
is pleased to announce that
PHILLIP D. DORIN, ESQ.
has joined the firm
6900 So. McCarran Blvd., Suite 2000, Reno, NV 89509
Phone: (775) 335-9999 Fax (775) 335-9993
bdjlaw.com
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WCBA LUNCHEONS
Join the WCBA for two upcoming events hosted at The Atlantis
JUDICIAL CANDIDATE FORUM
October 12th 12pm-1pm
40+ RECOGNITION
December 14th 12pm-1pm
TICKETS & SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Member Ticket: $39
Member table of 8: $275
Bronze: Table & 1/4 page ad in The Writ $800
Silver: Table & 1/2 page ad in The Writ $1,000
Gold: Table & full page ad in The Writ $1,200
Register online at https://www.wcbar.org/events/
Contact Ashley Horan, Executive Director
(775) 786-4494 ashley@wcbar.org
*Sponsors of our luncheons receive a table of 8 at the event, recognition in a future edition
of The Writ, our E-Newsletter & at the event. Proceeds raised contribute toward the event &
updates to the WCBA. *signage is dependent upon time of payment received.
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